
LARS MENNEN
IT consultant

CONTACT
+31 653 63 99 60
www.larsmennen.nl 
werk@larsmennen.nl

1988 - 1995 Economics

1982-1988 VWO (Atheneum)SKILLS
Oracle financials/HR
Wordpress
Hubspot

INTREST

LANGUAGE

Reading
Socializing

Dutch
English
German/French

EDUCATION

EXPERIENCE

ERASMUS UNIVERSITY ROTTERDAM

CAROLUS BORROMEUS COLLEGE

Create some Wordpress sites
www.psvschoonspringen.nl
www.fortuna-consultancy.com
www.de16.nl
www.larsmennen.nl

1.
2.
3.
4.

WORDPRESS DEVELOPER2020

Take care of unoccupied property.

PREVENDA, CAMELOT, HOD2013

I am an energetic, flexible 52 year old economist who has
a lot of experience in the IT-field. Specifically Oracle
financials, Hubspot, SQL.
I have worked for governemental and commercial
organizations in the Netherlands and abroad.

PROFILE



A Dutch agency was looking for a temporary
candidate with as well an Oracle as a
financial background, to join their client for
assistance with their administration of the
Oracle GL module. Besides that I also
assisted with the setup of the Financial
system accounting Hub.

KPN2012

I joined Linksys-Cisco initially as a
temporary worker through Atos Origin.
Linksys wanted to extend their Oracle
support department to a global operation.
While I was in the US my manager offered
me to join Linksys on a permanent basis,
which I accepted. Within the EMEA region I
was responsible for the Oracle support. The
work consisted generally of the remote
installation of Oracle Discoverer and some
user support in Denmark. Also assisted with
the testing of the moving of the warehouse
to the Czech Republic.

LINKSYS-CISCO2008

 Through an agency I joined Reed Elsevier to
assist them with the necessary steps to
setup OTL (Oracle time and labor). This
meant: the creation of the employee, setup
the employee as an Orale user and assign a
cost rate to the employee in Orale PA
(Project accounting).

REED ELSEVIER2011

I joined Allseas engineering for the second
time because they were looking for some
extra headcount with regard to the support
and further development of their Oracle
system. 

ALLSEAS ENGINEERING2011



I worked for two clients of MFSW. The first
assignment I got was acting as a DBA for
UPC broadcasting, here I developed some
alerts which were necessary to be compliant
with regard to the Sarbanes Oxley act.
The second assignment I did was to help the
ministery of Agriculture with keeping in sync
the development and production
environment. Also learned to work with
Oracle Quality.

 MFSW2005

 At DPA financial people I developed
operational, financial and commercial
reports within the Oracle EBS system. One of
the (important) modules used was Oracle
PA. 
 The reports showed revenue per site and per
employee. Futhermore I developed some
reports with regard to the achievements per
sales-manager. These reports showed
revenue generated and revenue expected so
that people could see if the sales-people
were on target..

 DPA FINANCIAL PEOPLE2003

 I was asked to come to work for Deloitte
while I was working in the Dutch Carribean
for SQL-integrator. At that time I found it
inappropriate to join them, but later on I
thought this would be a good career-move. 
 At Deloitte I learned to work with JD-
edwards (distribution) besides my Oracle
(financials) knowledge. I did one
assignment for the city of Tilburg and one for
the ministery of Flemmish affairs in
Bruxelles.

DELOITTE & TOUCHE2002


